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M O V I E S FOR M O D E R N S
KURT VONNEGUT: UNSTUCK IN TIME

December 3, 4 and 5 at 8pm at the IU Radio & Television Theater
A touching, long-in-the-works film directed by Robert B. Weide (Curb Your Enthusiasm) and Don Argott (The Art of the Steal), tracing the life of Kurt Vonnegut. This is a deep, immersive dive into the author’s upbringing and his creative
output. Beginning with his childhood in Indianapolis, the film delves into his
experience as a prisoner of war, his marriage and family, his early careers as a
publicist for General Electric and a car salesman, and his years as a struggling
writer, leading to eventual superstardom in 1969 following the publication of
Slaughterhouse-Five. The film is abundant with whimsical anecdotes about
Vonnegut. We also hear from his children, his contemporaries, and Weide himself, as the documentary turns inward as a thoughtful examination of its own
creation. The light-touch technique is one that echoes the work of Vonnegut,
who often placed himself as a supporting character in his own novels, with
unexpectedly profound results. 2021 • 121 min

THE VILLAGE DETECTIVE

Dec 3, 4, 5, 10 and 11 at 7pm at the IU Fine Arts Theater
During the summer of 2016, a fishing boat off the shores of Iceland made a
most curious catch: four reels of 35mm film, seemingly of Soviet provenance.
The film turned out to be an incomplete print of a popular Soviet comedy from
1969, water damaged no less. Did that mean it had no value? Filmmaker Bill
Morrison thought not. (Some of you saw his film Dawson City, Frozen Time
when we screened it in 2017) Morrison makes movies from ghostly fragments
of lost films. He uses these four reels as a jumping off point for his latest meditation on cinema’s past, offering a journey into Soviet history and film accompanied by a gorgeous score by Pulitzer and Grammy-winning composer David
Lang. 2021 • in English and in Russian with subtitles • 81 min
Morrison’s movies feel like half-remembered reveries formed from memories
you can no longer consciously recall. Hovering at the intersection of reappropriation, preservation, history, music, and art, any one of his works will haunt you
for the rest of your life. – Hyperallergic

WILDLAND

Dec 10 and 11 at 7:45 at the IU Radio & Television Theater
Dec 17 and 18 at 6:30 at the IU Fine Arts Theater
Sidse Babett Knudsen stars as kindly Aunt Bodil (a 180-degree reversal from
her role as the morally impeccable Danish Prime Minister in the TV series Borgen), who provides a home for her orphaned teenaged niece. As it turns out,
her smiling aunt is the grande dame of a ruthless crime family. Sandra Guldberg Kampp is riveting as an emotionally fragile, grieving young woman who is
grateful to her new relations but conflicted about their enterprise.
2021 • Denmark • in Danish with subtitles • 88 min
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LUZZU

December 10, 11, 17 and 18 at 8:30 at the IU Fine Arts Theater
A hardworking Maltese fisherman, Jesmark, is faced with an agonizing
choice. He can repair his leaky luzzu – a traditional, multicolored wooden
fishing boat – in the hopes of eking out a meager living at sea for his wife
and newborn son, just as his father and father’s father did before him. Or he
could cast his lot with a sinister black-market operation that is decimating
the Mediterranean fish population. Luzzu heralds the arrival of writer-director-editor Alex Camilleri, a gripping storyteller in the neorealist tradition of
early Luchino Visconti. Nonporofessional actor Jesmark Scicluna, a real-life
Maltese fisherman, won an award at Sundance for his extraordinary performance. 2021 • Malta • 95 min • in Maltese with subtitles

One Last Weekend! THE VELVET UNDERGROUND
Dec 17 and 18 at 7:30 at the IU Radio & Television Theater
“The first Velvet Underground album only sold 10,000 copies, but everyone who bought it formed a band.” – Brian Eno. The quintessential 1960s New York art-rock group, The Velvet Underground oozed
cool, from their expressionless stage presence to their trancelike
music and lyrics evoking sex, drugs, kink, and all things transgressive.

BENEDETTA

Jan 14, 15, 21, 22 at 7pm at the IU Fine Arts Theater
Dutch auteur/provocateur Paul Verhoeven (Robocop, Basic Instinct)
directs and co-writes this adaptation of Judith C. Brown’s book, Immodest
Acts. It is inspired by the true story of Benedetta Carlini, a 17th century
nun who believed she saw visions of Christ and whose erotic desires
resulted in a forbidden love affair with another woman. Wildly entertaining, Benedetta is directed by Verhoeven in his signature salacious style,
featuring standout performances from Virginie Efira as the title character
and Charlotte Rampling as the stoic, conflicted Mother Abbess.
2021 • France/Belgium/Netherlands • 141 min
At Cannes, in my press screening, the movie was received with shocked
laughter and applause, and at the larger Lumiere screening, a five-minute
standing ovation. - Vulture

HIVE

Jan 28, 29; Feb 4 and 5 at 6:30 at the IU Fine Arts Theater
Sundance triple award winner Hive is the true story of Fahrije, who, like
many of the other women in her patriarchal village, has lived with fading
hope since her husband went missing during the war in Kosovo. In order to
provide for her struggling family, she pulls the other widows in her community together to launch a business selling a local food product. Together,
they find healing and solace in considering a future without their husbands—but their will to begin living independently is met with hostility.
The men in the village condemn Fahrije’s efforts to empower herself threaten her newfound sovereignty. Against the backdrop of Eastern Europe’s
civil unrest and lingering misogyny, Fahrije and the women of her village
join in a struggle to find hope in the face of an uncertain future.
Hive won the Audience Award, Directing Award, and World Cinema Grand
Jury Prize at Sundance. 2021 • Kosovo • 84 min
NOV/DEC 2021
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LIVE ECHOES GRAPHIC NOVEL

JESSE SLOCUM

No one was more Bloomington than the man who called himself
Jesse Slocum. He watched the world come and go while he sat on
Kirkwood playing songs from another time and place.

The Live Echoes graphic novel is a reverb tail to the Lo-ﬁ Hexes EP, a
narrative reﬂection of a sonic riddle.
By Mo Shirazi

By Brad Wilhelm

FRIENDS OF LAKE MONROE

FROM PUNK TO PRIEST

The Art of Water is an exhibition at the Brick Room Gallery
featuring paintings by Dawn Adams and photography from Jeﬀ
Danielson and Kriste Lindberg.

Religion and punk in best practice advise us to not give a shit
about what doesn’t matter and instead focus on justice, equality,
fellowship, while caring for each other in a diﬃcult world.

By Jim Krause

By Rev. Dr. Matt Seddon

IU HONORS DR. FAUCI

As a person of courage, candor, integrity, empathy and even
humor, Dr. Fauci is the consummate scientiﬁc professional in
times of public health crises.
By Bill Yarber

REFLECTIONS ON CANDYMAN

Director Nia DaCosta transforms the spirit of Candyman to echo
Black Lives Matter themes, turning him from a singular specter into
a collective embodiment of repetitive Black trauma.
By Tom Prasch

DEPARTMENTS

06

KEEPING COOL

A lifetime of swimming in pools and in oceans, in Bloomington and in
beach towns—our author has been keeping cool for almost 80 years.

24

By Lynne Gilliatt

STAGES

Maria Bamford, Sierra Ferrel and
an evening with Steve Gunn and
Jeﬀ Parker – all in Bloomington in
December
By Jesse Balzer

EVENT HORIZON

Six weeks of hip Holiday happenings

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring
one or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring
book and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their
families or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
In Marvel’s Eternals,
Sersi transforms a
London bus into...

A. Butterflies
B. Fall leaves
C. Confetti
D. Rose Petals

Answer to Last Week’s Question:
Shang Chi in the Legend of the Ten Rings
is nicknamed what else?) Bus Boy

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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OCT. 29 - NOV. 21

by Eric Simonson
based on the book When Pride Still
Mattered - A Life of Vince Lombardi
written by David Maraniss
Directed by Jane Unger
SPONSORED BY
Terry and
Lezlie Heath

For more information and to purchase tickets,
visit the Center for Performing Arts Box Office,
call 317.843.3800 or visit atistage.org.
NOV/DEC 2021
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WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...
by Jesse Balzer
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27 – MONROE
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS AUDITORIUM
Professional wrestling is back in
Bloomington! MPG (Money, Power,
and Gold) Wrestling brings you a
terriﬁc match card in support of the
LGBTQIA community. Featuring a
MPG Pride Championship match
between Kaydin Pierre and Dillon McQueen, among many other great bouts.
Tickets available through Eventbrite.
Search: “Pro Wrestling A Show of Pride”

AN EVENING WITH STEVE GUNN AND JEFF PARKER
MONDAY, DECEMBER 6 – THE BISHOP
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Steve Gunn and Jeﬀ Parker, two contemporary guitarists, team up for a night of guitar-based
music. Gunn’s The Unseen In Between (2019) has earned rave reviews, while Parker’s music
has been integral to the “Modern Chicago Sound,” including his critically-acclaimed solo album The New Breed (2016), among his many other contributions. Across genres and sounds,
both artists promise a well-seasoned session of guitar music.

BLUNTS AND BLONDES

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9 – THE BLUEBIRD
Tampa, Florida’s Michael Guard, AKA Blunts and Blondes,
brings his signature, bass-heavy DJ set to the Bluebird.
Blending dubstep, hip-hop, and even reggae, Blunts and
Blondes has emerged from house and pool parties as an
underground talent to the club and festival scene. He has
collaborated with the likes of Wiz Khalifa, among others.
“Guard’s live performances are an all-out fun experience.
His energy is palpable, and he’s been known to share a
blunt or two during his live sets.” – Courtney Longhurst,
Relentless Beats

MARIA BAMFORD

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10-11 – THE COMEDY ATTIC
Actress and comedian Maria Bamford will deliver her trademark self-deprecating comedy at Bloomington’s Comedy Attic.
Alongside countless comedy specials, animated voice work, and
an autobiographical Netﬂix series, Lady Dynamite (2016), her
most recent Netﬂix special, “Weakness is the Brand,” has earned
praise for its focus on depression and anxiety.
“The best thing about this kind of self-eﬀacing comedic impulse
is that it may be true… But by performing her ﬂaws as well
as she does, Bamford’s still just proving her own greatness.” –
Kathryn VanArendonk, Vulture
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SIERRA FERRELL

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11 – THE BLUEBIRD
As part of the “Long Time Coming Tour,” Sierra Ferrel comes to Bloomington
to perform her contemporary take on American folk music. Originally discovered as a viral video sensation on the GemsOnVHS YouTube channel in 2017,
Ferrel has since three studio albums. Her most recent album, “Long Time
Coming”, has earned rave reviews.

“Ferrell’s singing has clear antecedents—Loretta Lynn’s holler-raised twang,
Dolly Parton’s eﬀortless melodiousness, Bessie Smith’s conﬁdent rasp—but
her nods to those legends always feel heartfelt, never academic. Already, she’s
learned to sound only like herself.” – Brad Sanders, Pitchfork

BEAUTIFUL – THE CAROLE KING MUSICAL

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10-SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12 – INDIANA
UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
After six years on Broadway, this Tony and Grammy award-winning musical arrives in Bloomington. Beautiful follows the real-life
rise to stardom of singer-songwriter Carole King, from her earliest
days to enshrinement in the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. Featuring
songs written by King for other artists, as well as material from her
own albums, most notably the excellent Tapestry (1971).
“…Beautiful features a smart, well-crafted, and often funny book
(by Douglas McGrath) that cleverly threads together a memorable
catalog of early rock hits such as

‘Some Kind of Wonderful’ and ‘Take Good Care of My Baby.’ It
also boasts a winning central performance by Jessie Mueller as the
shy Jewish girl from Brooklyn who only gradually comes into her
own as a headlining voice of a generation.” - Thom Geier, Entertainment Weekly

NOV/DEC 2021
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Donate or register to volunteer today at
www.bloomingtonmealsonwheels.org.
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DEC 21 - JAN 2
at the Buskirk-Chumley �eater

MUSIC BY

ROBERT
REALE
BOOK & LYRICS BY

WILLIE
REALE
BASED ON THE
BOOKS BY

ARNOLD
LOBEL

PAY WHAT YOU WILL
ON MOST TICKETS

cardinalstage.org // (812) 336-9300
NOV/DEC 2021
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the Radio
Revolution
will not be
televised.

WFHB.ORG/VOLUNTEER
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Jesse Slokum
The sweet and funny guy sitting on Kirkwood
playing songs from another time and place.

By Brad Wilhelm
was outside of Spaceport
It is a recurring lament
singing “It’s Alright, Ma (I’m
that Bloomington has been
Only Bleeding)” to no one in
rapidly losing its charm. As
particular, and it remains the
more and more longstanding
most Bloomington thing I’ve
buildings are torn down and
ever seen.
renovated into apartment
He endured taunts from
complexes, those of us who
groups of students and
have lived here for decades
indiﬀerence from those going
gnash our teeth and shake
from someone important to
our righteous ﬁsts at City
somewhere else important.
Hall in response.
As far as I’m aware, he never
The truth, however, is that
met vitriol with vitriol. He
“Bloomington” has never been
always stayed true to his
about the buildings or busipaciﬁst ways, and only fought
nesses. “Bloomington” and all
back with wit and a glint of
that name infers has always
the Merry Prankster he so
been about the people who
embodied.
call it home.
It never phased him.
And no one was more
Cynicism wasn’t his scene.
“Bloomington” than the man
He kept playing and advowho called himself Jesse
cating for a better, peaceful
Slokum.
world.
“Busker for Freedom”
He was silly, warm, and
“Peter Rabbit”
insightful.
He took many names over
In the last decade, Jesse took
the years, but he was always
to social media. He practiced
the lone, sweet and funny guy
that playful, abstract humor
sitting on Kirkwood or Walnut
that deﬁned him. He would
playing songs from another
pop into a thread, add some
time and place.
nonsensical or silly comment
Jesse had stories from a life
and then disappear into the
well lived.
void once again. I always
He was at Woodstock, even
loved when he showed up in
appearing in the ﬁlm during
a conversation, unbowed and
Richie Havens’ set, exuding
uninvited, leaving the other
more joy than seemed genuine
posters baﬄed as to what the
(but it was genuine indeed).
hell just happened.
He followed the Dead and
Jesse left us on October 3rd, 2021 never once doubting that
met Jerry Garcia and hung out with Owsley.
there was a better world just within our reach.
These were the staple conve sation openers with Jesse.
I do not pretend to have been a close friend of his, but he was
He watched the world come and go, but he stayed ﬁrmly in a
what I always believed the mythical 60’s to be.
1960s that never really existed, except in his idealized and pasBloomington is not about buildings, it is about people, and no
sionate heart.
one was more Bloomington than Jesse Slokum.
My ﬁrst encounter with him was in late August of 1981. He

Jesse watched the world come and go, but he stayed ﬁrmly in a 1960s
that never really existed, except in his idealized and passionate heart.
[Brad Wilhelm has lived in Bloomington for 40 years.]
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streaming service or
rental store/kiosk at
press time, so get on it.

From G

TV has never been
my bag, but Gossip
Girl (2007-2012) is
a ﬁxture in my life
now. I may not be an
upper-class New York
socialite bent on embarrassing and blackmailing my family,
friends, and lovers in elaborate revenge schemes,
but I sure do like watching these things unfold for
Jesse Balzer others across six seasons. Gossip Girl is perfect
soapy nonsense, it is basically pro wrestling for,
uh, gossips, and a wonderful way to revisit the
Great Recession longings of an entire generation
through the lens of T-Mobile Sidekicks and “email
blasts.” If you enjoy watching a bunch of attractive people turn
on each other endlessly and spend lavishly, and if you like
mocking bad boyfriends, this is the show for you. Additionally, Blair (Leighton Meester) is an icon. HBO Max also has the
reboot/sequel series, but I have it on good authority that it’s
not very good.
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Speaking of pro wrestling… pro wrestling is kind of hot again!
It honestly hasn’t been this compelling since the halcyon days
of attitude in 1999/2000. There’s a lot of wrestling out there for
you to stream, but the established World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) and the upstart All Elite Wrestling (AEW) represent
your two major options. Outside of WWE’s cable shows, you can
stream their big events–including the most recent, and sketchy,

THE UNFORTUNATELY-NAMED PEACOCK
WORKS ABOUT AS WELL AS A FLIP PHONE.
NONETHELESS, PEACOCK IS WORTH IT FOR
ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE CATALOG OF CURRENT
AND VINTAGE WRESTLING PAY-PER-VIEWS.

GOSSIP GIRL IS PERFECT SOAPY NONSENSE,
BASICALLY PRO WRESTLING FOR, UH, GOSSIPS.

Need help ﬁnding new things to watch at home? Maybe not!
But once you’ve exhausted the plethora of excellent ﬁlms
programmed each month by The Ryder, why not stream or rent
some of the following shows or movies I watched over the past
month? Everything you see below is available on the indicated
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Saudi-sponsored Crown Jewel–on the unfortunately-named Peacock app, which works about as well as a ﬂip phone for streaming
at this point. Even if you pay for Peacock, you’re still treated to
a torrent of ads featuring that admittedly handsome State Farm
guy. Nonetheless, Peacock is worth it for access to the entire catalog of current and vintage wrestling pay-per-views, but I would
love to be able to skip through timestamps or maybe fast-forward
without the whole thing just dying on me. Meanwhile, AEW
remains hot on the WWE’s heels following their excellent All Out
pay-per-view in September, where they debuted former WWE
megastars CM Punk, Bryan Danielson, Ruby Soho, and others.
AEW is wrestling for Millennials, featuring faster-paced matches
and a looser, more transmedia approach to storylines, but it’s a
breath of fresh hair compared to the stagnant and staid WWE
product. AEW’s Dynamite and Rampage TV shows air live on
TNT and TBS, respectively, although they aren’t as easy to stream
in the US without a cable subscription. But one could always get a
VPN and sign up for an AEW Plus membership overseas!
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body in the movies thinks to just kick the lil fella, but I’m happy to report that the
three originals are super fun slasher ﬂicks. The ﬁrst two had Something Important
to say about America’s decrepit foster care system, as well as corporate greed (and
some frankly poor branding work) from Big Toy, while the third is less successful
in targeting military academies for ridicule. Though they may be slightly out of
season now, each of these three ﬁlms won’t take up more than 90 minutes of your
time, which I respect a great deal.
As for new ﬁlms, I rented a few discs from the ol’ Redbox outside of Kroger. M.
Night Shyamalan’s Old (2021) is without question his best ﬁlm. It deftly blends his
penchant for the conceptual, as a group of vacationers ﬁnd themselves stuck on a
beach with magical aging powers, and pairs it with gorgeous cinematography and
quite a few genuinely shocking moments. It’s a hoot! I would not, however, recommend The Protégé (2021), the other rental from that same Redbox. We rented this
on the strength of its trailer, but, boy, were we wrong! The core idea is sound–Maggie Q plays an assassin-for-hire, adopted from a young age by another legendary
contract killer–but the execution by director Martin Campbell is dreadful. Outside
of the scant action, you get some incredibly clumsily scenes of sexual tension and
dialogue, and all the narrative excitement of a particularly languid Lifetime Original. Socially distance yourself from this one.

HORROR HAS NEVER BEEN
MY THING, BUT IN THE SPIRIT
OF HALLOWEEN, I WATCHED
CHILD’S PLAY 1, 2, AND 3.
Tubi, the free, ad-supported streaming platform with a seemingly unending catalogue of
movies, now hosts the woefully unappreciated Hong Kong actioner, The Inspector Wears
Skirts (1988). This one follows Madam Wu
(Sibelle Hu) as she trains a ragtag group of
young women known as the Banshee Squad,
called into action for some counter-terrorism
and espionage. It’s a near-perfect distillation
of the entire “girls with guns” subgenre of
Hong Kong cinema of the ‘80s-‘90s, which
ingeniously paired fantastic stunt choreography (coordinated in this instance by Jackie
Chan!) with mega babes. The ﬁlm is almost
anti-genre, as it pinballs at will between
martial arts showdowns, gratuitous training montages, rom-com interludes, copious
training montages, and even a musical roller-skating number, but somehow it all comes
together and works, buoyed by wonderful
comedic performances and some jaw-dropping stunt work from the Squad. I looked for
a decent quality version of this ﬁlm in English for years, so stream this on Tubi while
you can! The ads get to be a little much, but
c’mon, you’ve watched movies on cable TV.
Horror has never been my thing, but in the
spirit of Halloween, I watched Child’s Play
1, 2, and 3 (1988, 1990, and 1991), all of which
you can rent from Bloomington’s own Vulture
Video. Maybe the more overt campiness of the
later Bride of Chucky (1988) et al. turned me
oﬀ, or maybe it was the strange notion that no-
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The Art of Water Exhibition
Friends of Lake Monroe Celebrates 5th Anniversary
T

he close of 2021 marks the 5th anniversary for Friends of Lake
Monroe, a Bloomington-based not-for-proﬁt group focused on
the long-term sustainability of Lake Monroe. They’re celebrating
with the Art of Water, an exhibition at the Brick Room Gallery,
featuring paintings by Dawn Adams and photography from Jeﬀ
Danielson and Kriste Lindberg.
“I am thrilled that we have such talented artists exhibiting in the
Brick Room Gallery. It’s a great way to celebrate the wonder of water and the beauty of Lake Monroe. Dawn’s paintings reﬂect for me
the soulful beauty of water and Jeﬀ and Kriste’s photography celebrates the peacefulness and beauty that Lake Monroe has to oﬀer.”
—Sherry Mitchell-Bruker, founding member of FLM
Bringing artists and the community together is nothing new for
Friends of Lake Monroe. Since 2016, they’ve been organizing lakeshore
cleanups, hosting public meetings and forums, and just recently, completed a watershed management plan for the lake.
LAKE MONROE – A QUICK PRIMER

Lake Monroe is the largest lake in Indiana and the source of
drinking water for more than 120,000 people in Bloomington

14

by Jim Krause

and portions of Monroe and Brown Counties. The U.S. Army
Corp of Engineers oversaw construction, completing it in 1965.
Built primarily for ﬂood control and as a water supply, it’s also
a major attraction bringing more than a million visitors to the
area every year.
Lake Monroe’s shoreline is about 103 miles at normal
pool level. Its watershed spans more than 400 square
miles in ﬁve counties. Most is in Brown County followed
by Monroe and Jackson with small portions in Bartholomew and Lawrence Counties.
The US Army Corp of Engineers oversees the dam and
the lake’s infrastructure. The DNR manages activities
on the lake and much of the surrounding land. The City
of Bloomington operates an intake tower—but with no
regulatory control over the waters or watershed. Despite
the number of stakeholders, there is no entity responsible
for overseeing the entirety of Lake Monroe and its watershed nor tasked with ensuring its long-term sustainability
regarding water quality.

RYDER

ENTER FRIENDS OF LAKE MONROE

Back in spring of 2016, Sherry Mitchell-Bruker had just moved back to
Bloomington and was kayaking in Allen’s Creek with friends. She was
dismayed by what she saw. The shoreline was littered with trash and
the water appeared inordinately murky. She knew then that something
needed to be done—someone needed to protect the lake.

IMPROVING WATER QUALITY IN LAKE MONROE
IS A LONG-TERM EFFORT SO WE HOPE TO BUILD
UP OUR ORGANIZATION TO BE SUSTAINABLE
FOR THE LONG TERM.

Comfort food,
Creole attitude.
www.the-uptown.com
102 east kirkwood ave

After rallying support and putting up a Facebook page, Sherry and
a small group of volunteers formed Friends of Lake Monroe. They
immediately began organizing shoreline cleanups, which have become
a monthly tradition —anyone can sign up to help on their website. Partnering with local and government agencies, Friends of Lake Monroe has
advocated for science, education, and public involvement. Perhaps their
major accomplishment to date was securing funding from the Indiana
Department of Environmental Management to develop a watershed
management plan for Lake Monroe. With this two-year project completed, which coincides with their ﬁve-year anniversary, Friends of Lake
Monroe has good reason to celebrate—and they’re doing so with an
exhibit of art that explores the beauty and wonder of our lake.
The Art of Water can be viewed every Friday in November at the Brick
Room Gallery, 107 N College Ave (right next to Blooming Thai and
directly above the Orbit Room).
“Improving water quality in Lake Monroe is a long-term eﬀort—so we
hope to build up our organization to be sustainable for the long term. This
is going to take an active membership and support from the major donors
in the community. We need everyone to recognize the importance of Lake
Monroe to Bloomington and Monroe County, and to help us protect the lake
by donating their time and helping us ﬁnancially.”
—Sherry Mitchell-Bruker, founding member of FLM
ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Dawn Adams received a BA from DePauw University, and an MFA in
painting from IU, Bloomington. Collaborating with her husband, Dale,
in fused glass they developed a unique body of work. In their 30 years as
professional artists, they created pieces that hang internationally, across
the U.S., and in public venues including seven hospitals. Dawn returned
to painting exclusively in 2010 and chose the subject of water for its
versatility and soothing imagery. Her work can be seen at DawnAdamsPaintings.com.
Jeﬀ Danielson has pursued nature photography full time since selling
his business of 25 years, the Runcible Spoon. His work has sold nationally but his focus is on making people aware of what our local area has
to oﬀer. As he says, “We don’t have a Grand Canyon, but we do have
moments that rival anything anywhere.” Jeﬀ (and often) his kayak,
Stumpy, are out getting nature photos all week, every week of the year.
The best place to see his work is ‘Jeﬀ Danielson’s Browncountyphoto’
page on Facebook.
Kriste Lindberg developed an interest in photography while creating
educational materials for the conservation of natural resources. She has
been employed by the City of Bloomington since 1999, when she helped
to develop Leonard Springs Nature Park, and is currently a stormwater
education specialist. She enjoys photographing water—in all its forms—
and the wildlife it sustains.
Friends of Lake Monroe (FLM), a 501c3 was created in 2016 to support
water quality and sustainable recreation. Its mission is to protect and
enhance Lake Monroe and its watershed through science, advocacy, and
public involvement: working collaboratively with citizens, government,
and business to improve and support lake water quality. You can ﬁnd out
more at FriendsOfLakeMonroe.org.
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In Praise of

Fauci
IU Prepares
to Honor
By
Bill Yarber
How often
does one
individual
make a diﬀerence nationally
and internationally?
Persons worldwide
can attest that one such
person, Anthony S. Fauci,
MD, has done that. Because
of his steadfast and unparalleled
commitment to the value and necessity
of science and truth, the health of the country and world has been improved and lives saved. As
director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases since 1984 he has been a public health advisor to seven
presidents of whom he earned the respect of both Democrats
and Republicans. Dr. Fauci has been a highly admired federal
leader on HIV/AIDS and other epidemics such as SARS, Ebola,
and Zika; he now stands at the leading edge of the Covid-19
pandemic. He has had prominent roles as a scientist, physician,
and administrator, and as a skilled public health educator.
Bill Yarber is Provost Professor in the Indiana University School
of Public Health-Bloomington, Senior Scientist at The Kinsey
Institute, and the Senior Director of the Rural Center for AIDS/
STD Prevention at Indiana University, Bloomington.
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America’s
Doctor

Despite being criticized,
discredited, and harassed,
Dr. Fauci has always put
health issues and truth over
political interests.

To aﬃrm and recognize the signiﬁcant contributions of Dr. Fauci, the Indiana University School of Public Health-Bloomington will present, virtually, the prestigious Ryan
White Distinguished Leadership Award to him on December 6, 2021,
5:15pm. The awarding presentation will include a “ﬁreside chat”
between Dr. Fauci and Provost Professor William L. Yarber, senior
director of the Rural Center for AIDS/STD Prevention (RCAP). The
Ryan White Distinguished Leadership Award recognizes individuals
who are “exemplary bearers of the standard of excellence and commitment needed to combat HIV/AIDS.” Past Ryan White Distinguished Leadership Award recipients include U.S. Surgeon Generals
Dr. Joycelyn Elders, Dr. David Satcher and Dr. C. Everett Koop, and
Greg Louganis, Dr. William Cooke and Jeanne White-Ginder, mother
of Ryan White. See the ad for registration information for this free
and open-to-the-public virtual event.
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As a person of courage,
candor, integrity, empathy
and even humor, Dr. Fauci is
the consummate scientific
professional in times of
public health crises.

Dr. Fauci has become a trusted, household name
and bona ﬁde celebrity. The New Yorker magazine has named him “America’s doctor” and the
Washington Post has called him “the singular
referee the country trusts.” He is considered a
sober voice and magniﬁcent communicator, also
known as “the explainer-in-chief of the coronavirus endemic.” In 2021, National Geographic
released the documentary ﬁlm, FAUCI. All
types of items, such as Fauci socks, coﬀee mugs,
T-shirts, stickers, and masks have been created
and the National Bobblehead Hall of Fame
made a doll in his likeness that quickly became
the best-selling bobblehead of all time. There
is even a song written about him, called “The
Fauci Ouchie.”
Dr. Fauci became publicly known during
the beginning of the AIDS epidemic. His
leadership and scientiﬁc studies greatly expanded AIDS research, treatment and public
information campaigns. He was one of the
principal creators of the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, a program that
dramatically decreased the negative impact
of HIV/AIDS throughout the developing
world. He became an ally and friend of ACT
UP, an international grassroots group that
focused on ending the AIDS epidemic. For
example, he included AIDS activists infected
with HIV in research concerning HIV and
AIDS and persuaded the federal Food and
Drug Administration to expedite approval of
AIDS treatment drugs.
Dr. Fauci is one of the most proliﬁc researchers worldwide: he is ranked 32nd
most-cited living researcher. He is author,
co-author, or editor of more 1,300 scientiﬁc
publications and several academic textbooks
and ranked 20th of 2.4 million authors in
research and experimental medicine. He has
been awarded the prestigious Presidential
Medal of Freedom and the National Medal of
Science as well as 45 honorary doctoral degrees from universities in the United States
and internationally. Dr. Fauci was named
among 100 most inﬂuential persons of 2020
by Time magazine.
Recently, anti-science bias has grown;
many people simply do not believe science
and question the value of it and the facts it
discovers. Dr. Fauci is a visible champion of
the importance of research and truth and the
“right of persons to know.“ In explaining
science, he states that:
“Science is the attempt in good faith to get to
the facts, and it isn’t perfect. What happens is
that science can be self-correcting. The beauty
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of science is that it is self-correcting. There are so many other people independently who
are asking the same questions that sooner or later something that really is true will get
conﬁrmed, time after time… As long as science is humble enough and open enough and
transparent enough, it’s a beautiful process.” (DHSS podcast, Learning Curve)
Certainly Dr. Fauci will be remembered by his impactful scientiﬁc contributions. However, often one is most remembered by one’s character and the values and principals one
holds. Despite being criticized, discredited, and harassed, Dr. Fauci has always put health
issues and truth over political interests and advanced the scientiﬁc agenda even in the
face of extreme pressure. He stated:
“I realized early on that when you deal in the heady company of presidents, cabinet
secretaries and members of Congress and are asked for advice, you must be prepared
to disappoint people with truth and risk never getting asked back into the inner
circle. I accepted that concept. Science is truth, and as a scientist, I told the truth.”
(Inspiration: Young Scientists Reﬂect)
Dr. Fauci is a model of what one person can be: An individual with a singular ambition
of improving the health of the country and the world. As a person of courage, candor, integrity, empathy and even humor, he is the consummate scientiﬁc professional in times of
public health crises. In so many ways, he is a national and international hero. Admiration
and respect of him is best reﬂected in this quote from Martin Luther King, Jr.:
“The ultimate measure of a person is not how he stands in the moment of comfort or
convenience, but where he/she stands at times of challenges and controversy.”

first annual

Indiana university
Ceramics Guild

winter sale

Friday, December 3, 2021
5:30 pm - 9 pm

213 South Rogers Street,
Bloomington, IN at Secretly Canadian
A portion of the proceeds will go towards providing graduate and
undergraduate students in the Indiana University Ceramics Guild
with access to visiting ceramic artists and attendance to the
2022 National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts.
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Keeping Cool
by Lynne Gilliatt
I’ve been to some hot and humid places but I grew up trying to keep
cool. I had my father’s mother in my corner. Her name was Sara Nell
Gilliatt. We called her Nana. She would drive Pam, my younger sister and me each and every day to swim at The Bloomington Country
Club which looked diﬀerent than it does now and we knew the road
by heart. I drive that road today, South Rogers Street, to go to Switchyard Park or sometimes or to my doctor’s oﬃce.
Nana would leave her car in the lot at the top of the slope, in

PAM AND I WOULD DINE ON
HAMBURGERS AND ROOT BEER FLOATS
IN THE SCREENED-IN PORCH OF THE
CLUBHOUSE; WAIT THIRTY MINUTES AND
JUMP BACK INTO THE POOL.
front of the old wooden clubhouse, we’d walk down the slope
leaving Nana in a chair and jump into the pool! I was a deep end
diver and spent lots of time under water while Pam played with
friends and swam laps. She took part in swimming meets and so
kept in shape.
Pam and I would dine on hamburgers and root beer ﬂoats in the
screened-in porch of the clubhouse; wait thirty minutes and jump
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back into the pool. There were wooden decks back then and if I
got too cold, I’d spread out my towel and sunbathe. Nana gave
our mother a break and I now wonder if she slept, read, gardened
or thought about the evening’s good meal which she would prepare each night.
We lived in a duplex at the corner of North Fess Ave. and Ninth
St. The house is still there. It belonged to Nana’s husband, Press,
and we had half the house with our three ﬂoors. We kept cool in
the summer with an attic fan and metal blinds lowered during the
heat in the afternoons.
Fifty-three years later I’d ﬁnd myself in Mexico swimming with
friends each morning in a beach town north of Puerta Vallarta. Still
swimming to keep cool. So relaxing to be buoyed by those large
swells and drinking salty ocean sips from time to time. It was so easy
to ﬂoat while slow stroking to the other end of the bay.
Later in Glen Arbor, Michigan I’d rent a place two blocks from
the lake and after dipping into that cold water my studio seemed
cool. I was reading Rockwell Kent’s Alaskan memories and that
was also helpful for cool thinking. I painted kids eating handfuls of fresh cherries and self-portraits of myself ﬂoating above a
sunset red bed in the wind. Lots of wind pieces as the wind blew
through my studio.
In Nicaragua, I got myself out of the capital city of Managua to
the mountains north. The village of Tomabu was the perfect spot
for me where the sun seemed less harsh and the breezes stronger.
My house had a metal roof and a mud ﬂoor which worked: warm
during the day and cooler at night. The north and south doors
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2608 E. 10th Street | (812) 287-7405

Now serving:
SMASHBURGERS!
Tuesday - Friday: 11am - 4pm
Weekend Brunch
Saturday & Sunday: 10am - 3pm
Open for dine-in, patio seating,
Delivery, and Grab-N-Go!
Order online at hivebloomington.com

BLOOMINGTON’S
PIZZA DELIVERY HERO

SINCE 1982

Now with expanded delivery service to the North side!

Get our app, visit pizzaxbloomington.com/order, or call us at any of our 6 convenient locations

Pizza X West

Pizza X Campus
1791 E. 10th St.
(812) 339-7737

were open during the day when I was
at home. The Peace Corps days were so
much easier being in the mountains and
taking it slower on a horse.
I was trounced once in Hawaii and
stayed out of the water for a bit. Tried to
take up the ancient hula dance instead
and loved hearing the ancient chants we
danced to. Breezes once again - great
strong ones!!
In Taos, New Mexico. where I spent nine
years escaping the humidity of Bloomington, I enjoyed an outdoor and indoor
pool. I learned not to put my head under
in the mountain lakes at night as I could
never warm myself up even with a
woolen sweater. Too late, I realized that
my friends had not put their heads into
the lake!
Back in Bloomington, my greatest joy
was the IU outdoor pool which is now
closed-- early morning swims and riding
home in my wet suit while driving myself now as I was an adult and Nana was
gone.
I’ve been keeping cool for almost 80
years now. I think my mother used to
bathe us in square galvanized tubs under
the trees in our ﬁrst house at the corner
of Ninth St. and College Ave. This is now
the parking lot for Big Red Liquors.
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Pizza X Ellettsville

4621 W. Richland Plaza Dr.
(812) 876-4443

Pizza X South

1610 W. 3rd St.
(812) 332-2522

2443 S. Walnut St. Pk.
(812) 332-8500

Pizza X East

Pizza X North

877 S. College Mall Rd.
(812) 355-5000

Delivery only
(812) 333-0000

Not sure which store to call? Find out at pizzaxbloomington.com/store-ﬁnder

BIG X BARGAIN

$16.99

LITTLE 500® DEAL VOLUME DEAL
“Little 500” is a registered trademark
of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway

$10.49
each

$5.99

LG. 1-TOPPING PIZZA / 2 DRINKS / BREADSTIX
SMALL: $14.49 / X-LARGE: $19.49

BREADSTIX / 2 DIPPING SAUCES / 22 OZ. SODA

2 to 10 LG. 1-TOPPING PIZZAS

/ $10.49 EACH

XL 1-TOPPING PIZZAS / $13.49 EACH
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FROM SONGS
CAME CHARACTERS
by Mo Shirazi

How Music Sparked A Graphic Novel

Chemistry is a foreign concept to me, not only the scientiﬁc study but the
nonmaterial connection between people. Writing a song always begins as a
solo eﬀort, banishing all existence as I press odd shapes on the fretboard of
the guitar neck while whispering cousined notes into airy substance. It’s this
transference of nothing into something that correlates to the concept of human
chemistry, as well. Two strangers meet, there’s a vibe; from nothing, there’s
something. A group of musicians band together; they clump personalities
and notes; a song is
born. In this new era
of digital creativity
with the band being
replaced with the
laptop, a musician
can be void of artistic
randomness that
occurs when consciousness intermingles between people.
The Live Echoes
were born within
the awareness of this
gap between conPhoto artwork all by Karissa Ray
temporary human
socialization.
I was touring in the band Blueprint Car Crash with musicians who went into every
show like a battle. We were brothers bound to the unrelenting road in an indie rock
scene that never advertised the possibility of “making it.” Bands like Jimmy Eat
World and At the Drive-In had major label contracts and music videos on MTV,
but proﬁts were meager in comparison to early 90s grunge scene or nu-metal of
the 2000s, and thus industry execs remained uninterested in pushing the genre.
Blueprint Car Crash was not meant to thrive in this climate, so we made sure each

The Live Echoes graphic novel is a reverb tail to the
Lo-fi Hexes EP, a narrative reflection of a sonic riddle
that relays and delays and glitches the love loss/gain
trajectory between cords braided in a beautiful noose.
show was a Braveheart-esque battery. At the end of it all, my band of brothers took
separate paths and we became strangers.
Music not only shapes personalities but—in and of itself—is an identity. For a
long time, I didn’t know how to cope with the ontological shock that resulted
from the loss of my band. My entire social circle disappeared, a professional
Mo Shirazi was raised in Globe, Arizona, in the southern Gila County within the valley
of Pinal Creek, a north-ﬂowing tributary of the Salt River. He spent the majority of his
academics homeschooled due to his refusal to participate in class activities as he would
devote the majority of the time painting watercolors. Shirazi now plays guitar and
sings for Swanskin in their group: Swanskin & the Live Echoes. A limited series graphic
novel based on a history of the group is being released, written by Mo Shirazi.
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Tragedy is betwixt
goal dissipated, and a dream disillusioned. I was
headless and carrying around an empty coﬀee
great ambition.
cup, taking imaginary sips in order to project the
mechanics of living. All an act.
all minds from all times
Then, I met someone. Chemistry is a trip, like witnessing water crystalis driven by a grief that
ize in real time but without the care of time passing. The melodies and
haunts him incessantly.
words took shape, some subtle, some explicit. I didn’t censor the experience, which led down the conceptual depths of addiction, abandonment As both the mad scientist
at the turn of the century
and emotional arson. An open wound is the unadulterated path to
and the megalomafeeling human. It all went into recording Lo-ﬁ Hexes.
niac behind a laptop,
From the songs came the characters. They were carrying grief and
Reventon searches for
solitude like a tumor eating away at the spine. With each riﬀ, a map
his wife through the nuwas emerging on the wayward routes they’ve taken, crawling in and
cleic tundra within every
out of beds looking for “the one,” whatever that is. Once the EP was
consciousness, dragging
completed, the characters had more to say. Characters I never met
along a congregation of
were born on the page with the curves of their lips and electricity
patients and apostles
from their eyes as familiar to me as my own faults. I was compelled
to the farthest reaching
to expand their story but in a new medium that would magnify our
meccas of the mental
chemistry. Heat the ice and the smoke sways like a snake.
universe.
My ﬁrst comic was a G.I. Joe issue from the corner 7-11 before I
The Live Echoes graphknew how to read. I liked the pictures, and I’d spout gibberish as I
ic novel is a reverb tail
pretended to read the bubbled dialogue. I oﬃcially plunged into the
comic world with “The Child Within” story arc from The Spectacular to the Lo-ﬁ Hexes EP, a
narrative reﬂection of a
Spiderman series in the early 90s. At an early age, I was cognizant
sonic riddle that relays
of the psychological struggle that the superhero persona imposed
and delays and glitches the love loss/gain trajectory between cords
upon Peter Parker.
braided in a beautiful noose. Stuck in an imperfect loop. Drones tidal
Tragedy is
in an erosive push and pull from Sun and Moon, love and lover, Self
betwixt great
For a long time, I didn’t know how to
and Selves. I sensed the island inverse from the ocean. Waves solidiambition.
ﬁed to allow my eyes to see beyond the water as Swanskin plants the
cope with the loss of an identity that
And the art
nucleic seeds for an evolutionary step upward.
was beautiful.
resulted from the loss of my band.
A digital copy of The Live Echoes can be found at comixology.com
Finding the
& limited edition ﬁrst prints can be ordered at www.piqueav.com
amazing Karissa Ray to merge her
art with my words was a new relationship that ultimately spawned
the graphic novel.
Isadora was the ﬁrst to fully form. A scientist from 1901, she knows
the loss we are all meant to know, and it bound her fate to Reventon.
She’s invited to his asylum to witness the ﬁrst series of tests using his
Diathermic machine. Reventon devises the machine to “encourage”
symptoms within seven patients he has collected who share peculiar
commonalities. The electroshock therapy results in a transcendence
of consciousness where the thread that weaves all of the characters
together is betrayed through a cerebral maze bouncing between
the asylum in 1901 and an internet parish in 2017. The Live Echoes
believe all consciousness
can be connected through a
computer network so that
a strong channel can pulse
through space and time to link
other versions of Selves from

They were carrying
grief and solitude
like a tumor eating
away at the spine.
diﬀerent dimensions, creating
an omnipotent consciousness.
Led by Reventon in 2017, his
desperation to piece together
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BARGAIN CHRISTMAS
GIFT IDEAS
Jewelry, Electronics, Guitars,
Tools, Hunting Equipment,
Coins, Gold &, Silver, and More

PAWN
Buy Sell Trade
& collateral
loans

Family owned &
operated since
1989

8
750
W. 17 St Blmtn 812 339.1455 2929 Mitchell Rd Bedford 812-675-0648

Village Lights
Bookstore
WHY A BOOK?
Because A Scented Candle
Never Changed Anyone’s Life.
110 East Main Street
Madison, Indiana
812.265.1800
www.villagelightsbooks.com
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FEEDING MONROE
COUNTY FAMILIES
SINCE 1983

No one should go hungry in our community. That’s why we feed children, seniors, and
individuals trying to make ends meet. When crisis strikes, whether it affects our entire
community or one household, we’re here with nourishing food for anyone in need.
No questions asked.
Learn more and join our efforts:
monroecommunitykitchen.com
22

COMMUNITY KITCHEN
OF MONROE COUNTY
RYDER
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event h
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 N D

• Free HIV, Gonorrhea and Chlamydia
Testing; The Back Door; 7pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C E M B E R 3 R D

• Alyssa Limperis; The Comedy Attic; 7 and
9:15pm
• Here Come the Mummies; The Bluebird;
8pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C E M B E R 4 T H

• Alyssa Limperis; The Comedy Attic; 7 and
9:15pm
• Chimes of Christmas; IU Auditorium; 2 &
7:30pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 2 & 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, D E C E M B E R 5 T H

• Christmas with the Celts; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 3:30pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
•

M O N D AY, D E C E M B E R 6 T H

• An Evening with Steve Gunn & Jeﬀ Parker;
The Bishop; 8pm; 18+; $25
•

T U E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 7 T H
•
W E D N E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 8 T H

• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• David Sedaris; IU Auditorium; 7:30pm
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C E M B E R 9 T H

• Blunts and Blondes; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• The Addict’s Wake: Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 0 T H

Alyssa Limperis; 12/3 & 12/4; The Comedy Attic; 7 and 9:15pm

W E D N E S D AY, N O V E M B E R 2 4 T H
•
T H U R S D AY, N O V E M B E R 2 5 T H
•
F R I D AY, N O V E M B E R 2 6 T H

• Reece Phillips; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Celebrate the Season; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 5:30 & 8pm
• It’s A Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Theatre
Production; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, N O V E M B E R 2 7 T H
• Hairbanger’s Ball; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Miracle on 34th St (1947) Screening;
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Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm
• It’s A Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Theatre
Production; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, N O V E M B E R 2 8 T H

• It’s A Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Theatre
Production; Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
•

M O N D AY, N O V E M B E R 2 9 T H
•
T U E S D AY, N O V E M B E R 3 0 T H
•
W E D N E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 S T

• Andy McKee; Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm

• Maria Bamford; The Comedy Attic; 7 and
9:15pm
• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• Another Round Winter Show; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Beautiful: The Carole King Musical; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 1 T H

• Maria Bamford; The Comedy Attic; 7 and
9:15pm
• Sierra Ferrell; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• An Acoustic Holiday Show with Carrie
Newcomer and Over the Rhine; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Beautiful: The Carole King Musical; IU
Auditorium; 2 & 8pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 2 & 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 2 T H

• BAFT Studios 1st Annual Short Film Festival;
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horizon
W E D N E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 2 N D
• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3 & 6:30pm
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 3 R D
• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3 & 6:30pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 4 T H
•
S AT U R D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 5 T H
•
S U N D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 6 T H
• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3 & 6:30pm
•

M O N D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 7 T H
•
T U E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 8 T H

• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3 & 6:30pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 9 T H
• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3 & 6:30pm
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C E M B E R 3 0 T H
Andy McKee; 12/1; Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 3pm; free
• Beautiful: The Carole King Musical; IU
Auditorium; 2pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
•

M O N D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 3 T H
•
T U E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 4 T H

M O N D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 0 T H
•
T U E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 2 1 S T

• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 6:30pm
•

• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3 & 6:30pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C E M B E R 3 1 S T

• Shanda Sung; The Comedy Attic; 8 and
10:30pm
• A Year With Frog and Toad; BuskirkChumley Theater; 3pm
Sierra Ferrell; 12/11; The Bluebird; 8pm

• Cirque Dreams Holidaze; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 5 T H

• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
•

T H U R S D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 6 T H

• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• Sister’s Christmas Catechism: The Mystery
of the Magi’s Gold; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 7 T H

• Mat Alano-Martin; The Comedy Attic; 7 and
9:15pm
• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• Straight No Chaser; IU Auditorium; 8pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 8 T H

• Mat Alano-Martin; The Comedy Attic; 7pm
• Just Between the All of Us; Bloomington
Playwrights Project; 7:30pm
• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 2 & 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, D E C E M B E R 1 9 T H

• Believe The Magic of Christmas 2021;
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
•
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from punk

to PRIEST

WALKING AND ROCKING
THE RELIGIOUS PATH
By Rev. Dr. Matt Seddon
It was Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve. I was 8 years old. It
was cold that night, and I could feel the frost coming into the
church through the old doors. I was an acolyte and so I held
one of the candles that we were tasked to carry for the service.
I stood with the priest, the other acolyte with a candle, and
the preacher moments before we would begin the service. The
incense had been loaded and lit, and was rising in great plumes
of sweet-smelling smoke. The church was illuminated only by
candles and our area was ﬁlled with the ﬂickering light of the
candles we acolytes carried. I looked at the white face of my
watch, with Snoopy’s arms giving the time as it ticked over to
11:30pm and felt a bit amazed that my parents had let me stay
up that late.
And then suddenly I felt frozen, seized with wonder and awe
at what we were doing, and what we were celebrating. The ﬂickering lights seemed brighter. The rising smoke made me feel like
I was truly in a holy temple. I felt like we were there, in Bethlehem, as Jesus was being born. That God was in that place, in
the world, among us. It was a truly holy moment that I’ve never
forgotten. It is part—not all, but a large part—of why I decided to
become a priest 31 years later.

I HAD FOUND MY TRIBE,
I KNEW WHO I WAS, I
LOVED BEING A PUNK.
Four years after that moment and on the verge of becoming a
teenager, I made a friend named Dave while living in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. We played guitar together, hung out, and traded
albums by bands like Rush, Boston, and the Beatles. I haunted
record stores—redolent with cigarette smoke, leather jackets,
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and booming with loud, weird, music—and bought albums with
money earned from babysitting. I listened to WBCN every day
after school and would tape songs I liked on my boombox. I
didn’t have a narrow focus, rather a general aﬃnity for the energy and creativity of rock ‘n’ roll. But most of all, I enjoyed sharing
that love of music with Dave, who always had something new to
share with me.
One summer break from highschool, Dave suggested that we
go see a band by the name of Minor Threat. They were playing
in a rundown district of Boston at a club called The Channel,
aptly named after its proximity to a ﬁlthy waterway used for
shipping. Dave told me Minor Threat was great, and they were
playing with two other solid bands—SS Decontrol and Jerry’s
Kids. I had never heard of these bands, Dave just told me they
were punk, and then he assured me that I would dig them. My
sole notion of punk at that time came from pictures of dudes in
leather with mohawks walking around England, or occasionally spotted in Harvard Square smoking cigarettes with looks of
annoyance and importance painted across their faces. But I liked
and trusted Dave—with both music and wits—so I asked my
Mom for permission to go on my ﬁrst foray into the punk scene,
and to my amazement she said yes. Later that week, Dave and I
hopped aboard the Boston T and rode it to a stop that most peo-
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the show and, without introduction or ado,
ripped into their first song. The place absolutely exploded and slam dancing erupted right in
front of me and I was pushed in all directions
by the swaying crowd. The music was deafening, ominous, aggressive, fast. People were
jumping off the stage and surfing on top of the
crowd. I got up the courage to step into the pit
and was hurled around, unharmed, but totally
out of control.
By the time Minor Threat burst onto the
stage—a band now recognized as iconic, inﬂuential and groundbreaking—the frenzy of slamming punks jumping oﬀ the stage to crowd surf
while others screamed the lyrics created a true
hurricane of sound, action, and chaos.
I loved it. I was transformed. I wanted more.
And I still want more. More of the holiness and
wonder of that Midnight Mass. More thrill from
people joined together to celebrate wildly like
Reverend Matt, standing in front of the Trinity Episcopol Church, still occasionally removes his rector’s robes
and unveils his mid-80s Naked Raygun shirt.

ple go past due to its reputation as a station
where one might obtain a black eye and lose
a wallet.
The parking lot in front of the club was a
wreckage zone ﬁlled with beer cans, broken
liquor bottles, cigarette butts, roach clips
and used syringes. But I was mesmerized
by the subcultures of people milling about.
There were many dressed like Dave and
me—head-to-toe in sneakers, jeans, t-shirts
purchased by parents, and topped with
patchy DIY haircuts from penny-pinching
mothers—newbies to the scene, one might
assume. But then there were more practiced
punks: The studded leather mohawk type.
The goths in ﬁshnets, plaid skirts, jet-black
hair, pale skin, and gobs of black eyeliner.
And then there were the skinheads (not the
racist strain, fortunately) in Doc Martens,
white t-shirts, jeans, and suspenders. As
crowds formed in the parking lot, smoke of
all kinds—cigarette, pot, cloves, and other indeterminate smells—swirled into the
atmosphere. As the opening act did a sound
check, the growl of bass guitars began to
rumble and thump through our chests.
I was terriﬁed. I was excited. I was fascinated.
When they let us in, the club quickly
became packed from wall-to-wall. All the
smells from outside rushed in and mixed
with odors of stale beer, dust burning oﬀ
stage lights, and hundreds of sweaty punks
in motion. The stage was low to the ground
at one end and a motley collection of amps
littered the back of the stage. One side of the
club had grimy windows overlooking the
canal. And there we stood, Dave and I, stuck
in the midst of a punk rock storm brewing
on the horizon.
And then Jerry’s Kids came on to open
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Reverend Matt, standing in front of the
Trinity Episcopol Church, still occasionally
removes his rector’s robes and unveils his
mid-80s Naked Raygun shirt.

that punk show. More excitement, more wonder, more mystery
and strangeness, more communal celebration. More life.
Overall, I’ve spent more time immersed in punk culture
then I have as a priest, or even a practicing religious person. I
dropped out of church in college and replaced it with punk. I
was in Chicago for college. In the late 80s, I spun punk records
at WHPK 88.5 FM, the Pride of the South Side. DJ’s like me
got free tickets to shows on the regular. I saw Naked Raygun.
12 times. I saw Government Issue, the Suicidal Tendencies, 7
Seconds. I took the El to Wax Trax! Records as if it was a pilgrimage site. I bought a leather jacket and wore combat boots.
I shaved the sides and back of my head and cut the rest of my
hair so short a comb became obsolete. I rummaged through
thrift stores, bought ﬂannel shirts and tied them around my
waist. I went as often as I could to the Chicago temples of punk
at the time—Cabaret Metro, The Riviera, the Cubby Bear, Exit. I
had found my tribe, I knew who I was, I loved being a punk.
A decade later when my daughter was born, I was still engulfed in punk music. I’d cart her around singing Blitzkrieg
Bop. On family road trips we sang along to my old Minor

PUNKS SEEK ESCAPE FROM
HOPELESSNESS THROUGH
RITUALS OF ENERGY,
NOISE, AND CHAOS.
Threat tapes. She grew up loving the Ramones, Naked Raygun,
Green Day, all of it. And when she went oﬀ to college, I gave
her my old leather jacket.
But that pull towards God born in my childhood never let me
go, and I didn’t give up going to church from time to time. I
was particularly fond of Good Friday which is the day when
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Jesus’ cruciﬁxion is marked and celebrated. It’s a very distinct
service in the Episcopal Church that culminates with carrying
a wooden cross big enough to actually crucify someone and
installing it in front of the altar. [Oddly enough, I once saw a
cross of such size behind the drummer at a punk show.] I was
moved by the combination of suﬀering, self-oﬀering, violence,
and hope mixed together in this event and service.
Eventually, around age 34, I started going back to my church
again, and this time, I was truly seized by God. I read everything I
could ﬁnd about the Bible, Church history, and theology. I worked
with various church groups, taught kids and teenagers, and
helped with worship behind the scenes.
At this time, working as an archaeologist for a ﬁrm that helped
companies comply with environmental laws, I felt I wasn’t doing
what I was called to do in life. Congregants, friends, and other
archaeologists, all told me I should be a priest. And after several
years of careful, hard, prayerful, and frustrating discernment, I
oﬀered my service to the Episcopal Church, and they took me.
Three years of seminary and eight years later, I’m called to
serve as the Rector (basically the head priest) of Trinity Episcopal Church in Bloomington, Indiana. And lo and behold,
the church Sexton (the head maintenance person) is Kevin
Burdeshaw, known locally as the “Burd.” He’s now in his
50’s like me, but his car is covered in punk stickers and he
dresses all black like I do—though my clerical clothes might
even be more peculiar than his punk garb. On my first day,
the Burd greeted me with “I hear you like punk music.” And
I replied excitedly with, “As it turns out, I do!” While I was
in Chicago, the Burd was embedded in the Bloomington and
Midwest punk scene. We figured out by comparing dates
that we were at the same Naked Raygun concert in Chicago
because, well, I went to every Naked Raygun show in those
years.
I would have never guessed my two worlds would come together, in Bloomington and in a church. Nor that the Burd and
I, once two punk-obsessed strangers, would be colleagues at
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RELIGION AND PUNK IN BEST
PRACTICE ADVISE US TO NOT GIVE
A SHIT ABOUT WHAT DOESN’T
MATTER AND INSTEAD FOCUS ON
JUSTICE, EQUALITY, FELLOWSHIP.

the same congregation.
It feels like a strange
and wonderful way to
complete a circle.
There are vast diﬀerences
between the punk path
and church life. Punk
can veer quite nihilistic
with the common “who
gives a fuck” ethos while
Church life is, ultimately,
about holding on to hope.
A priest’s main job is to bring God’s grace and
love and the hope of the resurrection to people
living in a disorienting, suﬀering, and often very
ﬂawed world. The punk reaction to grace, love,
and hope can be disdainful. Ridiculing religious
folks (many of whom, including myself at times,
deserve plenty of ridicule) is also a favorite punk
trope. And punks seek escape from hopelessness
through rituals of energy, noise, and chaos.
Prior to regular conversations with the Burd,
I didn’t think much about my punk past and
priest present. They were two parts of my life,
not in conﬂict, but not particularly related.
These two activities were kind of like my previous job as an archaeologist and my fascination
with the natural history of raccoons. Part of
me, but not necessarily informing one another.
Yet, with some time to contemplate, connections are becoming more transparent. Punk
music (particularly shows and crowd participation) often invoke extra/ordinary experiences, the type that transcend the ordinary with
sheer diﬀerence—loud, fast, disorienting with
restrained violence. A good religious worship
service is, I believe, fairly similar. It should be
holy which means, on a basic level, diﬀerent or
apart. It should be a transcendent experience
that brings participants closer to the disorienting mystery of God. And while not directly
violent, Biblical texts and, I believe, honest
preaching on those texts, does not ignore the
ugly, often violent, realities of life.
Worship at its best is a communal act to bring
connection to all those around you, all the
Christians in the world, all the Christians before
you back to the ﬁrst disciples. In spirit, it is like a
room full of thrashing punks who are united by
the love of the music and—as violent as a mosh
pit can look, especially with people in heavy
boots leaping on top of it—is actually a place
where most people watch out for each other, care
for strangers, pick up those who fall, and make
sure they’re okay. They do what Christians do
when they are at their best.
Inspiring punk songs are also about hope.
They are frank about what is wrong in the
world (as frank as Jesus was) but sing that life
can be better, even with something as simple
as rocking and walking together, to paraphrase
the band 7 Seconds. Religion and punk in best
practice advise us to not give a shit about what
doesn’t matter and instead focus on justice,
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equality, fellowship,
while caring for each
other in a diﬃcult
world that is full of
injustice, brutality,
warfare, poverty, and
hatred. Both can make
you yearn for a better
world; Both can motivate you to work to
create that world.
I think I’ll be seeking
those early experiences—that Christmas Midnight Mass, the Minor Threat show—
for the rest of my life. Moments like those are often rare and elusive but possess a
beauty that can transform a life. I try to thread those qualities into the work I do for
the people I now serve as a priest—although not using the same music, even though
I’m tempted from time to time. We have to seize and hold on to those moments in our
lives. They are unique to each of us and at best they form the wonderful and mysterious process of becoming fully human. They make us who we are. They make us
better than we are.
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Anthony Fauci, M.D., Director
of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, will receive the
Ryan White Distinguished
Leadership Award for his
early and continued work in
both HIV/AIDS prevention
and the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The awarding presentation
will
include a fireside chat between
Dr. Fauci and Provost Professor
William L. Yarber,
Senior Director of the Rural
Center for AIDS/STD Prevention.
Ryan White and his mother Jeanne
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CANDYMAN IN THE MIRROR

A SPIRITUAL SEQUEL TO A CULT CLASSIC
By Tom Prasch

EDITOR’S NOTE: MULTIPLE SPOILERS FOLLOW.
SEE BOTH MOVIES—1992, 2021—BEFORE READING.
At a gallery show in the new Candyman hangs the ﬁrst new
work Black artist Anthony McCoy (Yahya Abdul-Mateen II) has
produced in years. The work reﬂects his fresh engagement with
the Candyman legend that, the ﬁlm insists, still haunts the territory of Chicago’s Cabrini Green, even if the housing project’s tower,
the key location for the ﬁrst Candyman, was demolished a decade
prior. The piece, called “Say His Name,” features a mirrored
bathroom cabinet which reveals a nightmarish red-tinted interi-
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or cavern with miniaturized variations on his earlier art. When
Anthony sees white art critic Finley Stephens (Rebecca Spence)
lingering near the piece, he rushes over to make the case for his
art: “I’m trying to align these moments in time that exist in the
same place. The idea is to almost calibrate tragedy into a focused
lineage that culminates in the now…. The mirror invites you to
attempt the summoning yourself.” But then he gives up on being
self-pitchman: “Anyway, I don’t know why I’m standing next
to my own piece like some kind of asshole. The work speaks for
itself.” The critic’s response is dismissively condescending: “Oh,
it speaks all right. It speaks in didactic knee-jerk clichés about the
ambient violence of the gentriﬁcation cycle.”
It’s the sort of pan that might get a critic killed in a horror ﬁlm.
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Then she continues: “But your kind are the
real pioneers of that cycle.” To his double-take
“Excuse me” reaction, she adds: “Artists. Artists
descend upon disenfranchised neighborhood
divining cheap rent, so they can dick around in
their studios without the crushing burden of a
day job.” As if “artists” is obviously what “your
kind” would mean. As if a Black artist doesn’t
also have a stake in that neutralizing euphemistic
“disenfranchised” descriptor.
From the opening moments of her new take on
Candyman—the mirror-reversed studio logo that
then goes all projector-jamming jittery before ﬂipping back to normal, segueing to upside-down
cityscape—director Nia DaCosta (who also
coscripted with producers Jordan Peele and Win
Rosenfeld) makes clear her intent to destabilize
and wryly upend our generic expectations,
and that double-take-worthy art critic’s remark
shows the verbal variations she plays on these
games. Convention has long credited artists as
the avant-garde edge of gentriﬁcation, but “your
people” obviously alludes to racist stereotypes
that have a critical role in the Candyman tale.
Still, digging into that scene in the gallery reveals
much about the relationship between this Candyman and the original work, and about the ways
in which DaCosta has updated and refashioned
the story to ﬁt present times.

earlier work. We’ve seen one piece of his on the wall at his and Brianna’s apartment,
and he’s taken that same piece to gallery owner Clive (Brian King) as well, though
Clive has dismissed it as the work of “the Anthony McCoy of two years ago” and
demanded to see something new: “I want the Anthony McCoy of the future. I want to
see the great Black hope of the Chicago art scene of tomorrow.” Thus the new work,
focused on Cabrini Green because Clive tells Anthony the South Side, where Anthony
was actually raised, is “played out.” The white art dealer knows what Black experience will sell.
The way both Anthony and his soon-to-die critic discuss the piece, however, ignores
all its literal referents entirely: the original Candyman tale, after all, took place in the
project tower that had been demolished in 2011, and the gentriﬁcation concerns over
which Anthony and the critic spar came only after that area was remade into fancy
apartments. But referencing those changes in their discussion, even though it scarcely seems connected to the piece on display, again opens up the ﬁlm to changes over
time, especially in the neighborhood that is the haunted terrain of both ﬁlms.

Nia DaCosta has updated
and reFASHIONED THE STORY
TO FIT PRESENT TIMES.
Consider Anthony’s “Say His Name” title: it
references the conjuration that will manifest
Candyman (saying his name ﬁve times before
a mirror, which the artwork conveniently provides), and simultaneously alludes to the Black
Lives Matter protest-voiced invocation to “say
their names,” to list those who died at police
hands. But consider a little more deeply: when
Anthony’s work of art is opened, the haunted
interior refers to the murder that set Helen
(Virginia Madsen) oﬀ on her investigation in
the original Candyman, in which a killer got in
through the bathroom medicine cabinet that,
when pulled out, accesses the adjacent apartment (a detail lifted from an actual unsolved
Chicago projects murder, that of Ruthie McCoy
in 1987). Folklore student Helen, following that
track, goes through the mirror herself at the
murder scene to ﬁnd a shadowy lair, graﬃtied
with memorials to and paintings of Candyman
(Tony Todd) and littered with ritual objects
(candles and hooks and such). That lair resembles what opening Anthony’s mirror reveals,
but we would only know that by seeing the
original ﬁlm.
The paintings on the walls in that interior
echo, in more lurid red tones, Anthony’s own
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he original Candyman, written and directed by Bernard Rose,
breathtakingly opened up the territory of horror ﬁlm to serious consideration of America’s historical and continuing systemic
racism. Racist urban planning, redlining, and Chicago’s deeply
segregated housing all ﬁgure in the backstory. Large parts of the
ﬁlm, in fact, were shot at the Cabrini Green tower. The titular spirit was a lynching victim: a Black painter, Daniel Robitaille (though
he is never actually named in the original; an otherwise forgettable 1995 sequel, Candyman: Farewell to the Flesh, will ﬁll in the
name and dig deeper into the backstory) who had crossed the
line, sleeping with the white woman he is painting. Purcell (Michael Culkin), another folklore prof in the ﬁrst ﬁlm, tells—rather
pompously—the Gothically macabre story: “Candyman was the
son of a slave. His father had amassed a fortune from designing a
device for the mass producing of shoes after the Civil War. Candyman … had a prodigious talent as an artist, and was much sought
after when it came to the documenting of one’s wealth and position in society in a portrait…. He was hired by a rich landowner to
capture his daughter’s virginal beauty. Of course, they fell deeply
in love, and she became pregnant. Her father executed a terrible
revenge. He paid a pack of brutal hooligans to do the deed. They

IT IS AT THE INTERSECTION OF RACIAL
AND SEXUAL POWER SYSTEMS, BOTH
HISTORICALLY AND IN THE PRESENT, THAT
WE GET THE RUPTURE INTO HORROR.
chased Candyman through the town to Cabrini Green, where they
proceeded to saw oﬀ his right hand with a rusty blade. Nearby
there was an apiary. Dozens of hives ﬁlled with hungry bees. They
smashed the hive and stole the honeycomb and smeared it over
his prone, naked body. Candyman was stung to death by the bees.
They burned his body on a giant pyre, then scattered his ashes
over Cabrini Green.” Thus the spirit haunts Cabrini Green.

C

andyman becomes,
as Helen realizes at
the start of her research,
both a convenient alibi
for the gangs that actually
haunt the projects and a
surrogate explanation for
a community traumatized
by routine violence; as
Helen puts it to her fellow
grad student Bernadette
(Kasi Lemons): “An entire
community starts attributing daily horror to a
mythical ﬁgure,” a form of
sublimation. At the same
time, Black gangs who
dominate the contemporary neighborhood take
Candyman as an emblem,
so that, for example, the
leader of the gang who
attacks Helen while she’s
documenting Candyman
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graﬃti in a public toilet carries a hook in his right hand, in dark
emulation.
What makes Candyman’s centering of Black experience and
American racist history especially striking is that none of that
ﬁgures in the original Clive Barker story on which the ﬁlm is
based. Barker’s “The Forbidden” is set instead in Liverpool
housing projects and class lines inform the plot. Barker approved
and came to appreciate Rose’s transposition, however, especially
in the distinctive afterlife Rose’s reworking gave his tale, writing when “The Forbidden” was reprinted in The Essential Clive
Barker (2010): “there is something wonderfully satisfying about
ﬁnding out … that my invented urban legend has now attained
the condition of ‘urban truth.’ I have it on good authority that in
Cabrini Green, the housing project in Chicago where the movie is
set, the kids tell tales of the horrors of the Candyman.” A story of
white Liverpudlians, remade as a tale of American racial horror
by a white British writer-director, thus was kept alive, at least till
the towers came down.
That background, however, also exposes the limits of the original
Candyman’s racial consciousness. For Rose, the story was also
very much about white terror, embodied in Helen, the white
protagonist of the tale. Talking to the Horrorella blog in 2015,
Rose explained how irrational white fear of Black populations
informed his resetting the ﬁlm in Chicago, after visiting Cabrini
Green: “I realized that this was an incredible arena for a horror
movie because it was a place of such palpable fear… And the fear
of the urban housing project, it seemed to me, was actually totally
irrational because you couldn’t really be in that much danger. Yes,
there was crime there, but people were actually afraid of driving
past it. And there was such an aura of fear around the place and I
thought that was really something interesting to look into because
it’s … a kind of fear that’s at the heart of modern cities. And obviously, it’s racially motivated, but more than that, it’s poverty motivated.” Rose gets here to the heart of the conundrum of Cabrini
Green: never the most violent of housing projects, it nevertheless
had that reputation, above all else because of location, not distant
on the south side but close to the Gold Coast heart of white Chicago. And so Rose’s recasting of the story feeds the core racial myths
that sustain that aura of terror, above all else by pushing a white
woman into that space, making her both the urban explorer and
ultimately Candyman’s fated victim.
That same core recognition, however, informed at least some
of the most vociferous negative reaction to the ﬁlm, as in the
assertion of Black director Carl Franklin (perhaps best known
for the ﬁlm adaptation of Walter Mosely’s Devil in a Blue Dress
[1995]) that the ﬁlm was “irresponsible and racist,” highlighting
its hulking Black bogeyman, its stereotyping of Black gangs, its
superstition-susceptible Black community, and its white lady in
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distress. For Franklin: “There’s no question that
this ﬁlm plays on white middle-class fears of
black people” and “it unabashedly uses racial
stereotypes and destructive myths to create
shock”. Rose might respond something like
“yes, exactly,” insisting that he deployed those
stereotypes precisely to undermine them, but
the diﬀerent way the two frame the experience
clearly reﬂects deep Hollywood problems with
who, in 1992, generally got to tell Black stories,
and how the diﬀerence in who does the telling
inﬂects the ﬁnal product.
A secondary system of oppression that richly
ﬁgures in the original ﬁlm, however, scarcely
gets noticed in the commentary of the time:
that of patriarchy. For any contemporary
viewer, on the other hand, the hugely dated
gender norms and gendered power dynamics
cannot be missed. Helen is married to one of
her professors, Trevor Lyle (Xander Berkeley).
When she drops in on one of her husband’s lectures, she spots Stacey (Carolyn Lowery), her
would-be replacement, ﬂirtatiously crowding
her husband at the lecture’s end (“Do you want
to tell me about her?” she asks her husband,
and after a moment of “who do you mean”
pretense, he tells her: “I guess … she’s madly
in love with me. All those bursting adolescent
hormones”). Stacey will, in fact, quickly take
Helen’s place at Trevor’s side within months
of her commitment to an asylum, establishing
her claim to her man by the domestic act of
repainting the apartment (Helen disapproves
of her color choice). Helen, when she wants to
re-cement her connection to her husband, does
it by practicing domestic virtues, cooking him
a full dinner.
The academic system, the central structuring device for the ﬁrst movie (in much the
same way as the art world functions for the
new one), is still utterly a boys’ club. At the
ﬁlm’s outset, Helen complains that Trevor had
“promised not to do the urban legends lecture
this semester. You knew we were getting data
from the freshmen, so why did you ruin it?”
His dismissive response: “I love you, but I can’t
hold up their education while you complete a
thesis.” Purcell, before telling the Candyman
tale he presumes negates the need for their
work, asks: “How are our two beautiful graduate students doing?” It is precisely in the face
of such condescension, to break through the
walls of the academic boys’ club, that Helen
insists to Bernadette that they have to push the
boundaries on their research, that they can’t
“write a boring regurgitation of the usual crap
on urban legend,” that they have to actually go
themselves where the privileged men have not:
to Cabrini Green itself.
That decision brings Helen to Candyman.
And so, both historically and in the present, it
is at the intersection of racial and sexual power
systems that we get the rupture into horror:
when Daniel Robitaille sleeps with his rich
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white portrait subject; when Helen comes under his later spectral sway, as he tells
her, “It was always you, Helen” (the graﬃti that fresco his tale in the hidden lair, seen
over the ﬁnal credits, seem to conﬁrm as much: the person sitting for her portrait has
Helen’s visage). Bloody mayhem, in both cases, follows.

T

hings change. The towers came down; nothing remains of the Cabrini Green
projects but some of the low-rise rowhouses, largely deserted (and site for the new
ﬁlm), and gentriﬁcation has ﬁlled in the holes the towers left. Systems of power, both
racial and gendered, have budged: we can have a Black president; in assorted sites of
power (campuses, museum boards, ﬁlm sets), Blacks and women occupy seats at the
table; deep prohibitions against interracial relationships have begun to crack.
Things don’t change, too. Cops still shoot unarmed Blacks and ask questions later.
The racial dynamics of mass incarceration are clear. If patriarchy has cracked, it remains in other respects unbroken, ﬁnal glass ceilings intact. We’re still waiting for that
ﬁrst woman president. Anthony’s girlfriend Brianna (Teyonah Parris) can ﬁnd a place
as a guest curator as a Black woman, but it’s still a white man who owns the gallery.

F

lash forward just shy of thirty years from the original Candyman’s release and we ﬁnd
more Blacks with creative power in ﬁlmmaking, more Blacks in lead roles in front of
the camera. Jordan Peele initiated a new wave of race-conscious Black horror with Get
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Out (2016), a new wave that has shown itself willing to tamper with
even racially problematic source texts such as Lovecraft Country
(2020). Wrestling with the conundrum of Lovecraft’s blatant racism
and the Peele-produced Black appropriation of him, Aja Romano
writes: “Perhaps … the universality of Lovecraft’s themes can also
serve as the fundamental appeal that allows modern horror writers
to subvert and ultimately transform his tropes into smart, aware
commentaries on the very kind of racism he evinced”. And out of
this new cauldron of reconﬁguration is born a new Candyman, what
director Nia DaCosta regularly calls in interviews a “spiritual sequel”
of the original. The game changes, the game stays the same.
In a host of details—like that lair behind the mirror in Anthony’s
“Say My Name,” which you’ll only understand if you’ve seen the
original—DaCosta makes clear her reverence for her source. You
don’t have to see the original to appreciate the new version, but
it sure helps. For example, if you were really paying attention the
ﬁrst time, Candyman 2021’s surprise ﬁnal-act revelation will be
no surprise at all. His name is Anthony McCoy, after all; we don’t
really have to wait till he talks to his mother to know that he is the
very child Helen saved from Candyman and the bonﬁre back in
1992. And the ﬁnal bit of homage DaCosta oﬀers to the original
occurs in the new ﬁlm’s ﬁnale, when she brings Tony Todd, the
original Candyman, back to play the part one more time.
But in other ways, DaCosta plays around with her source text. In
the new ﬁlm, for example, the ﬁrst time we hear the Candyman story,
we hear it all wrong. As Brianna’s brother Troy (Nathan Stewart-Garrett) tells it, explaining the neighborhood’s “haunted” reputation:
“This is a story about a woman named Helen Lyle. She was a grad
student, a white grad student, doing her thesis on the urban legends
of Cabrini Green…. And then one day, she just snaps. She beheaded a Rottweiler. By the time the police show up, she’s in one of the
apartments, doing snow angels in a pool of blood…. The authorities
take her in, but she escapes almost immediately. She goes on a rampage, leaving a trail of bodies in her wake and then, the baby of one
of the residents is abducted…. On the night of the annual bonﬁre,
with all of the residents of Cabrini watching, Helen arrives with a
sacriﬁcial oﬀering. Baby in her arms, she runs toward the ﬁre, but
they’re on her, quick. They say she was in a fugue state, ﬁghting back
blindly, but they got the baby free. While everyone is fussing over
him, Helen stands up and walks right into the ﬁre.” So let’s leave
aside that, in the original, there’s a bit of an interpretive gap created
by the fact that Helen might be mad or, alternatively, that she might
have actually conjured up Candyman. Thus we’re not too sure who
to blame for the Rottweiler, or the ensuing bloody wake. Still, in the
earlier ﬁlm, she is the hero in the end, saving the baby (Anthony, of
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course) from the ﬂames and sacriﬁcing herself. She plays out the role
of white savior, before transforming into the next avenging demon
(as her husband learns at the ﬁlm’s close).
William Burke, one of the few remaining rowhouse residents
and, as DaCosta puts it in interviews, the ﬁlm’s “griot” ﬁgure
(linking him to the West African bardic tradition, keeping alive
the local tales), soon straightens out the record. In his recounting,
“Helen Lyle was out here looking for Candyman. You ask me, I

FLASH FORWARD JUST SHY OF THIRTY
YEARS FROM THE ORIGINAL CANDYMAN’S
RELEASE AND WE FIND MORE BLACKS
WITH CREATIVE POWER IN FILMMAKING,
MORE BLACKS IN LEAD ROLES IN FRONT
OF THE CAMERA.
say she found him.” In case we don’t remember all of the details
from the ﬁrst ﬁlm, Anthony’s mother Anne-Marie (played by Vanessa Williams in both ﬁlms) ﬁlls us (and him) in, in the late scene
that reveals Anthony’s true roots to all those who didn’t ﬁgure it
out at the beginning of the ﬁlm when they ﬁrst heard his name:
“When you ﬁrst got taken, I thought she was the one who did it.
Helen. The way I found her in the apartment, covered in blood.
We all thought she was crazy. But it wasn’t her. It was him. He
had a purpose for you. He chose you to be one of his victims. He
wanted you to burn in that ﬁre. But she pulled you out and gave
you back to me…. And we vowed to never say his name again.”
Well, except for Anthony. His singling out parallels the ﬁrst ﬁlm
as well, echoing Candyman telling Helen: “It was always you.”
The new ﬁlm makes interesting use of Helen herself as well.
Researching Candyman, Anthony checks out of the university
library a cassette tape of Helen’s unﬁnished work. We hear her
voice: “Some of the things that have happened in Cabrini over the
years, violence just so extreme, so bizarre: It’s almost as if violence
became a ritual. The worst part, the residents are afraid to call the
police. A code of honor, perhaps, fear of the police themselves.
The easy answer is always, ‘Candyman did it.’ The summoning
game itself could be connected. I mean, it’s clear that no one
person makes this up. This grew from the community’s collective
subconscious, a survival tool evolved from
the need to protect itself and its children
from the horrors of the community. Bernadette and I tried the summoning. It’s amazing how eﬀective it can be. The suggestion
that you’re being followed or stalked by
something lurking in your own reﬂection.”
Helen’s research notes fudge a bit here:
Bernadette, in fact, fearfully resisted the conjuring as Helen said his name, reacting much
as Brianna does when Anthony repeats the
name, or as Troy does in the gallery when
his boyfriend starts in. “Uh, yeah, no, Black
people don’t need to be summoning shit,”
Troy says.
But DaCosta fudges even more than Helen
here: although the voice on the tape is clearly
that of Virginia Madsen, who played Helen
in the original movie, she speaks none of
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those words in the original ﬁlm. The closest she comes is in that brief line to Bernadette, about how “An entire community starts attributing daily horror to a mythical
ﬁgure.” Her husband Trevor comes closer, in that lecture she wishes he hadn’t given: “See, these stories are modern oral folklore, the unselfconscious reﬂection of the
fears of urban society.” Putting this fuller explication into Helen’s (recorded) voice
in the new ﬁlm both brings forward the urban folklore theme from the original ﬁlm
and cements a link between Helen and Anthony, key to their shared tragic plot arc.
For that’s the other thing the two ﬁlms most deeply share: the plot arc in which
one person (white folklore grad student, Black struggling artist) playfully invokes
Candyman, saying the name ﬁve times into a reﬂective surface (mirror, window)
and becomes possessed by the avenging specter. In both cases, from that point on
what the possessed person sees might not be what the rest of us see; most obviously,
both see Candyman. In Rose’s ﬁlm, when Helen sees him in the asylum, the apparition does not show up on the security-camera footage. In DaCosta’s ﬁlm, we get lots
of mirror-reﬂected monsters (indeed, in the new ﬁlm, Candyman appears only in
mirrors; DaCosta has more fun with mirrors than any director since Jean Cocteau).
Anthony also sees the infection from a bee sting (which he got, of course, exploring
Cabrini Green) expand until it takes over almost a whole side of his body, but no
one with whom he interacts reacts as they would if it were that visible to them. Each
ﬁnally becomes the last victim. The form of possession is diﬀerently realized in each
ﬁlm—Rose accomplishes it, interestingly, by hypnotizing Madsen during her scenes
with Todd (a tactic Werner Herzog also employed in Heart of Glass [1976]), DaCosta
makes the creeping bee-sting infestation and the shifting forms of Anthony’s art do
the same work—but the core arc is the same.

U

pdating Rose’s ﬁlm to construct her “spiritual sequel,” DaCosta shifts the
terrain in three distinct ways. First, responding to the demolition of the project
tower, she moves the discussion of race’s impact on Chicago housing toward
current gentriﬁcation in the area. Second, she transforms the spirit of Candyman to
echo Black Lives Matter themes, turning him from a singular specter into an embod-
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iment of a collective legacy of trauma. Finally, DaCosta centers the
ﬁlm on the art world, opening up a range of representation that
operates both as backdrop and (in Anthony’s personal trajectory)
as window to the soul.
As we’ve seen in the discussion of Anthony’s “Say His Name,” gentriﬁcation has supplanted the earlier ﬁlm’s discourse on racialized urban planning, but DaCosta insists at the same time that we notice the
continuities between the making and unmaking of the ghetto. Troy
brings it up ﬁrst, in lamenting his sister’s choice to move to upscaled
Cabrini Green: “It was the projects. It was aﬀordable housing that
had a particularly bad reputation. You would never know, because
they tore it down and gentriﬁed the shit out of it. Translation: White
people built the ghetto and then erased it when they realized they
built the ghetto.” Anthony has picked up on the theme by the time
he meets with Clive. When Clive tells him to “Dig into that history of
yours, dude!,” he oﬀers: “I’m thinking about doing something about
the projects. About how white supremacy [“White people,” Clive
amends] Yeah, how it creates these spaces of rampant neglect for
communities of color, in particular, Black communities.” Troy articulates the story further explaining his piece to the art critic, and further
still on their second meeting (interestingly plugging her own critique
into his account): “Who do you think makes the hood? The city cuts
oﬀ a community and waits for it to die. Then they invite developers
in and say, ‘Hey you artists, you young people, you white, preferably
or only, please come to the hood, it’s cheap. And if you stick it out
for a couple of years, we’ll bring you a Whole Foods.’” Underlining
the role of city planning in these decision processes links Anthony’s
thinking to Helen’s in the ﬁrst movie.
Precisely this gentriﬁcation trope, however, sets up Anthony’s
own ﬁnale: as the sacriﬁcial victim (ala Helen) in William’s plan
to bring a stop to the process: “They tore down our homes so they
could move back in. We need Candyman. ‘Cause this time he’ll
be killing their fathers, their babies, their sisters,“ providing “a
chance for Candyman to take back what’s rightfully his.” William’s account notes in passing a signiﬁcant shift between the two
movies: whereas the victims in 1992 were mostly Black, because
that’s who lived in the haunted projects, they are all white in the
new version, in part because that’s who now lives in the terrain,
but also because this Candyman is a more targeted avenger.
Meanwhile, William’s project amounts to literally turning Anthony into Candyman, hook and all, and then having him shot by
police (who can, it turns out, be relied on to do that, without even
asking questions ﬁrst), so that he will re-haunt the neighborhood
enough to stymy the gentrifying inﬂux.
William’s macabre project links to his, and the ﬁlm’s, recasting of
Candyman: no longer a singular spook, but instead a collective embodiment of repetitive Black trauma, in line with the ﬁlm’s shout-out
to Black Lives Matter. William’s own connection to the tale comes
from his childhood: experiencing the police killing of one Candyman,
the story we see (without context) in the ﬁlm’s opening sequence,
and that William later replays for Anthony: “For me, Candyman was
a guy named Sherman Fields. He had a hook for a hand. Neighborhood character. Used to stand there and hand out sweets when I
was a kid. One October, a razor blade shows up in a little white girl’s
Halloween candy. Police come around looking for Sherman, but
Sherman’s gone. And one day I see him myself. He’d been hiding
in the walls” of the Cabrini Green tower. When the police return,
William recalls, “That’s when I saw the true face of fear.” Since at
this point he is seeing not Sherman but the police, it’s their fear that
he sees, the same white fear that propelled the original ﬁlm. William
concludes: “They swarmed him. Killed him right there on the spot.
What shows up a couple weeks later? More razor blades in more
candy. That’s when we knew Sherman had been innocent. Harmless.
But that wasn’t the last we saw of him.” He had become Candyman.
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But, as William elaborates later, “Candyman ain’t a he. Candyman’s the whole damn hive.” Sherman was one of many: “Samuel
Evans. Run down during the white housing riots of the ‘50s. William Bell, lynched in the ‘20s. But the ﬁrst one, where it all began,
was in the 1890s…. Daniel Robitaille.” After relating the details of
Robitaille’s tale—unchanged from when Purcell told it in the ﬁrst
ﬁlm—William concludes: “Bell is real. Samuel, Sherman, Daniel
Robitaille. They’re all real. Candyman is how we deal with the
fact that these things happened. That they’re still happening.”
This is the spirit that Anthony channels in his art installation,
what he means when he tells that art critic about the “focused
lineage that culminates in the now.” And the piece’s title, “Say His

DACOSTA TRANSFORMS THE SPIRIT OF
CANDYMAN TO ECHO BLACK LIVES MATTER
THEMES, TURNING HIM FROM A SINGULAR
SPECTER INTO A COLLECTIVE EMBODIMENT
OF REPETITIVE BLACK TRAUMA.

Name,” suggests multiple forms of incantation: the repeating of
the name in the mirror, of course, but also the list William oﬀers,
the longer list you’ll hear chanted at any BLM demonstration.

T

he art is where this comes together, and art ﬁgures everywhere
in DaCosta’s new ﬁlm. Anthony’s piece, after all, is not the
only one in Brianna’s art show. A range of other works—video,
installation pieces, a few paintings—constituted an argument by
Brianna about the direction of art away from abstraction. Indeed,
when Danielle Harrington (Christiana Clark), introduced as the
chief curator of MCA (Chicago’s Museum of Contemporary Art)
tells Brianna that she was “brave to embrace formlessness” in
the show, Brianna insists: “Actually, there were a lot of bodies
[and, rethinking the language, given Clive and his girlfriend’s
murder in the gallery after the opening], um, ﬁgures in the show,”
because: “For so long, abstraction has been about indexing a sublimated emotional state, and I just wanted to focus on the body.”
Especially when those are Black bodies, the turn to ﬁguration also
opens up space for more direct political engagement.
Danielle and Brianna meet at MCA, and the ﬁlm makes good use of
the actual exhibition on there at the time, “Figures of Speech,” a retrospective of the Black fashion designer/artist Virgil Abloh. Behind
them, Abloh’s installation version of “You’re Obviously in the Wrong
Place” glows. The MCA’s walltext explained: “This neon sign welcomed attendees to the Oﬀ-White Women’s Collection Fall/Winter
2016 runway show. It takes a line from the ﬁlm Pretty Woman (1990),
when a snobbish saleswoman at a high-end clothing store dismisses
the story’s protagonist. According to Abloh, the statement serves as
a ‘manifesto on how the modern girl doesn’t really work on convention.’ The phrase also comments on Abloh’s journey into the predominantly white world of high fashion.” But in the context of the ﬁlm’s
take on gentriﬁcation, especially when Danielle has just told Brianna:
“You can change the institution from the inside. You should come by
the museum sometime,” we can also conclude that what the fashion
world is for Abloh, the art world is for DaCosta.
DaCosta also uses art to deﬁne characters. Given her take on
Anthony’s work, for example, it is hardly a surprise that the art on
critic Finley Stephens’s own apartment walls (which we see when
Anthony visits her, just before her killing) tends toward minimalist
abstraction. Brianna’s father was an artist, too, and we get a glimpse
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of his studio just before his jump-from-the-window suicide; that
his work rather resembles Anthony’s late paintings suggests he
may be another link in the Candyman chain. Filling in backstory,
DaCosta turns to cut-out shadow-puppet animations. She explains
in interviews that the tactic evaded the need for ﬂashbacks and also
provided a means of distancing scenes of triggering violence, but the
shadowy animations also both recall the popular art form that fed
into the making of cinema (much the same way they do in Francis
Ford Coppola’s Dracula) and reference Kara Walker’s cut-outs. Art
is even there in its absence: when Anthony, ﬁrst exploring Cabrini
Green (just as he gets that bee sting), faces the whitewashed walls of
Strangers Home Missionary Baptist Church, what he does not see,
Mathew Dessem notes, is William Walker’s large-scale mural “All of
Mankind: Unity of the Human Race”, obliterated when the building
was put up for sale in 2015. We do see the mural, if we look quickly,
in the postcard view Anthony holds up as he faces the church.
But above all else, art ﬁgures in Anthony’s transformation. His
work is ﬁgurative throughout, but the fundamental formal mode
shifts starkly. The older piece of Anthony’s that we see ﬁrst on Brianna’s wall and then when he brings it to Clive is a sharp-edged,
almost stencil-like image, of a colorful noose in front of a Black
body, with Black hands grasping toward it. Anthony incorporates
text as well, in tattoos on the body, although the foreground noose
and hands partly obscure the message: above, the noose blocks
our view of the ﬁrst and last letters, but we can read “igge” and
guess what’s missing; below, with the hands partially blocking the
view, letters that look more scar than tattoo read, along the body’s
right side (painting’s left), “IM,” and then something we can’t see,
and along the right, “AL,” which we might take as a foretelling
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“I’m real” (although with something else left out). The clarity of
the image-making matches its overt, poster-style politics.
“Say His Name” constitutes a transitional piece, thematically and
stylistically. Thematically, as noted, it embraces the Candyman tale.
Stylistically, as Spratley, the artist who did this work (as well as Anthony’s early art), has said, “I was trying to merge the two aesthetics
and make the switch in style believable. I tried to incorporate some
of the impasto styles Sherwin uses to foreshadow the paintings that
come later.” Still, look closely at the interior of “Say His Name”
(you’ll have to look quick), and you can see that the basic style
remains largely the same: clear lines, that almost-stencil look, just lit
more luridly.
But, as Anthony’s possession takes full hold, his form shifts with it,
moving toward a wild Expressionism: thickly layered (and painted
quickly), frayed edges and indistinct outlines, more openly emotional (and hinting of madness). That is the way Expressionism has always worked, from its German modernist roots (think Egon Schiele,
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Kathe Kollwitz) forward to, say, the Italian
Neo-Expressionists who rebirthed the ﬁgurative style as a response
to what they saw as the increasingly sterile minimalism of their era.
But the hyper-emotionalism, and Anthony’s own compulsiveness
in working on it, scares Brianna, who sees it as indicative of disturbance, madness if not possession.
The other art on show in the new Candyman is, of course,
DaCosta’s own. Her technique, a complex bricolage that welds
diverse components into a far-from-seamless whole, perfectly ﬁts
the territory: simultaneously homage and rethinking, reinvocation
and updating. It constitutes a masterful contribution to a new,
racially conscious genre of Black horror.
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